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World Cancer Day — Thursday, February 4
Cancer is a terrible disease that impacts tens of millions of people around the world each year that
deserves our attention not only on #WorldCancerDav, but all year around. The International Agency
for Research on Cancer / World Health Organization estimates that in 2020, there were more than
19.2 million new cancer cases and nearly 10 million cancer deaths worldwide.
At NSO Group, we value the importance of finding and treating this deadly disease at an early stage,
which is why our employees in Israel are offered free comprehensive cancer screening tests
annually. This initiative is a big part of our 'Healthy: Body Mind and Spirit' through which we
promote a healthy lifestyle for all of our employees.
Stay safe and be proactive by making it a priority to get checked regularly and learning more about
cancer prevention here: https://lnkd.in/gKKk33M
#WorldCancerDav #CancerDay #PreventCancer #GetChecked #NSOgroup

"I believe that the combination of education and advanced technology in the suite of solutions is
crucial in making sure that online encrypted platforms and applications can act as a heaven for all of
us, and not a place for terror, pedophilia and crime." — Shiri Dolev, President of NSO Group
NSO Group is proud to participate in Keshet Media Group's #SaferlnternetDay event focused on
increasing awareness about dangerous online activities and educating families about how to safely
navigate the internet.
Keshet Media Group #SID2021 event provided our team, including Shalev Hulio, Shiri Dolev, and
Ariella Ben-Abraham, with the unique opportunity to share some of the challenges our clients face
in dealing with online threats. They explained how lifesaving technologies, such as the ones created
here at NSO Group , help to create safer communities across the globe.
Find out more here » https://lnkd.in/dDE D3x
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At NSO Group, family comes first. That's why our company focuses on cultivating a family-like
culture across our offices and organizing activities throughout the year for our employees' family
members. Whether it's our summer and holiday camps for children, exciting sporting and lifestyle
activities, or even our annual Parents Day celebration, NSO Group continuously invests time into
bringing together our employees' families whenever possible.
NSO Group wishes each of our employees and their family members a wonderful #FamilyDay!
#NSQgroup #FamilvDav #PizzaTime

At NSO Group, we strive to be a leading company on every front.
We value our role in the efforts to reduce the spread of COVID-19 and keep our communities safe.
We are proud to share that 90% of our employees have been vaccinated against the virus.
We appreciate all our employees who have made the choice to get vaccinated.
We encourage our fellow community members to get vaccinated and remain safe in these
unprecedented times.
We recommend you to continue practicing safety precautions even after being vaccinated.
#NSOgroup #covidl9vaccine #getvaccinated #staysafe #stayhealthy

Since drones are widely accessible and have become part of everyday life, criminal groups and bad
actors are recognizing the advantages of using drones to carry out illicit operations.
In particular, drones have become an affordable tool regularly used by criminals to covertly deliver
contraband across borders or into correctional facilities. The surge in 'narcodrone' deliveries has
prompted federal agencies to enact counter-drone policies that will permit the deployment of
mitigation technologies in order to counter this growing threat.
We encourage you to learn more about Eclipse — NSO Group's premier cyber counter-drone
platform — by visiting https://lnkd.in/dmzXEVX
#NSOgroup #Eclipse #CounterDrone #Drones
https://montreal.ctvnews.ca/four-arrested-in-attempt-to-deliver-drugs-to-sherbrooke-prison-withdrone-1.5262827#:~:text=MONTREAL%20~
%20Four%20suspects%20are,Public%20Securitv%20and%20Transport%20Canada
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